EURO PARCEL SHELF
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
P/N NMI7610
The Euro Parcel Shelf converts the area under the steering column into a useful shelf for
small items such as sun glasses or cd’s.
Euro Parcel Shelf kit contents:
o
o
o
o
o

Euro parcel shelf
Rubber tray mat
Blanking plate
Bolts (2 ea.)
Nut clips (2 ea.)

Installation summary
The installation of the Euro Parcel Shelf requires the removal of the factory knee bolster
cover. This cover is ‘snap fit’ into place and mounted on plastic hinges. Once this plate
is removed, the Euro easily slides into place and is secured with two bolts. The blanking
plate covers the small opening for a switch.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Using gentle but deliberate pressure, push the front edge of the knee bolster
cover straight down. The front edge will release and swivel down along the back
edge.
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2. Maneuver the cover until it releases from the three plastic hinges. The photo
below shows the location of the plastic hinges.

3. With the cover removed, install the plastic nuts on either side of the steering
column as shown.
Left side nut.

Right side nut.
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4. Slide the Parcel Tray into position in a horizontal motion. The guides along the
sides will neatly slide the tray into proper position.
5. With the tray in place, secure the tray using the two bolts into the plastic nuts. If
you have difficulty aligning the bolt to nuts, use a piece of tape to keep the nuts in
proper position.

6. Once the tray is secured, take the blanking plate and cover the switch opening
along the left side.
7. Insert the rubber tray onto the shelf.
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